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lFUS  fusl  4.0 
rFUS  fusr  0.25 
sWING  wingspan  5.0 
cWING  wingchord  1.0 
sTAIL  tailspan  1.0 
cTAIL  tailchord  0.4 
hFIN  finh  0.5 









lFUS  fusl  3.0 
rFUS  fusr  1.0 
lBOOM  booml  4.0 
rBOOM  boomr  0.2 
rMAIN  mainr  2.5 
STNMAIN  mainstn  0 
hMAIN  mainh  1.0 
rTAIL  tailr  0.6 
STNTAIL  tailstn ‐ 3.0 
OFFTAIL  tailoffst  0.2 
hTAIL  tailh  0.5 
rWHEEL  wheelr  0.25 
hWHEEL  wheelh ‐ 1.0 
XW-NOSE  nosewhlx  1.0 
XW-MAIN  mainwhlx ‐ 0.6 









lPHUG  phuht  4.0 
hPHUG  phusrg  2.0 
PHUG  phuthetad  15
° 






YDR  drsway  3 
ΦDR  drrollang  20 
ΨDR  dryawang  20 






SPO  spoamp  40 






rSPIN  spinr  0.5 
SPIN  spinthetad ‐ 20
° 
Ψ SPIN  spinpsid  20
° 


















lDECK  deckl  8.0 
wDECK  deckw  6.0 
hHANGAR  hangary  2.0 
hAPI  hapi  1.0 












%   Flight Mechanics Simulation - Fixed Wing - Phugoid 
% 




%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = -40; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
nframe=181; 














%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=4; 
fusr=.25; 






  s=wingspan/2; 
  qchd=wingchord/4; 
    wingx=[-3*qchd -3*qchd qchd qchd]; 
    wingy=[-s s s -s]; 
    wingz=[0 0 0 0]; 
 




  qtchd=tailchord/4; 
  ts=tailspan/2; 
 
% Fin Specification 
finh=.5; 
% Propeller Specification 
propr=0.5; 




    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
    %============Set Up Circle Angles 
    angmovd=linspace(0,360,nframe);% 1 Cycle in Degrees 
    angmovr=angmovd*pi/180;% 1 Cycle in Radians 
         
        phuht=4; % Phugoid Height 
        phusrg=4; % Phugoid Surge 
        phuthetad=15 % Phugoid Pitch  
         
  for  iframe=1:nframe 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            thetad(iframe)=phuthetad*sin(angmovr(iframe)); 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcg(iframe)=-phusrg*sin(angmovr(iframe)); 
   ycg(iframe)=0; 
   zcg(iframe)=phuht*cos(angmovr(iframe)); 
  %====================   
  end 




    clf 
%=================Convert Current Euler Angles to Radians + Sine * 
Cosine 
    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   









%******************** Rotation Matrix 
    mroll=[1,0,0;0,cphi,-sphi;0,sphi,cphi]; 
    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 




%   Calculate Wing 
% 






  fill3(dwingx,dwingy,dwingz,'c'); % Draw Wing 
     
    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 
%   Calculate Tailplane 
%  
  tailx=[-3*qtchd -3*qtchd qtchd qtchd]-(.75*fusl-3*qtchd)*[1 1 1 
1]; 
     
     
  taily=[-ts ts ts -ts]; 
  tailz=[0 0 0 0]; 





  fill3(dtailx,dtaily,dtailz,'c'); % Draw Tailplane 
 
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-.75*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 








  finx=[-tailr -tailr -tailf -tailf]; 
  finy=[0 0 0 0]; 
  finz=[0 finh finh 0]; 





  fill3(dfinx,dfiny,dfinz,'c'); % Draw Fin 
% 
%   Calculate Prop 
% 
    for iprop=1:73 
        propaz=2*pi*(iprop-1)/72; 
        propx(iprop)=.25*fusl; 
        propy(iprop)=propr*cos(propaz); 
        propz(iprop)=propr*sin(propaz); 
        prop=[propx'; propy'; propz'];     
         
        dprop=D*prop; 
  dpropx=dprop(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dpropy=dprop(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dpropz=dprop(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dpropx,dpropy,dpropz,'w'); % Draw Prop 
%  
%   Calculate Wing Tip Vortices - If Required 
%     
    if tipvortex~=0 
 
    dvortlx(1)=dwingx(1); 
    dvortrx(1)=dwingx(2); 
    dvortly(1)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(1)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(1)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(1)=dwingz(2); 
     
    dvortlx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortrx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortly(2)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(2)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(2)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(2)=dwingz(2); 
 %   
  %   Plot Wing Tip Vortices 
  %        
         
            plot3(dvortlx,dvortly,dvortlz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
            plot3(dvortrx,dvortry,dvortrz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
    end 
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]);  
 
 
     
  heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = 
',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = 
',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   Pitch = 
',num2str(thetad(iframe)),'\circ','   Yaw = 
',num2str(psid(iframe)),'\circ']; 
    title(heading,'Background','b','Margin',5,'Edgecolor','y'); 
    grid on 
    m(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 
  
  









%   Flight Mechanics Simulation - Fixed Wing 
% 




%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = -40; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
nframe=181; 














%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=4; 
fusr=.25; 




  s=wingspan/2; 
  qchd=wingchord/4; 
    wingx=[-3*qchd -3*qchd qchd qchd]; 
    wingy=[-s s s -s]; 
    wingz=[0 0 0 0]; 
 




  qtchd=tailchord/4;  
 
 
  ts=tailspan/2; 
 
% Fin Specification 
finh=.5; 
% Propeller Specification 
propr=0.5; 




    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
    %============Set Up Circle Angles 
    angmovd=linspace(0,360,nframe);% 1 Cycle in Degrees 
    angmovr=angmovd*pi/180;% 1 Cycle in Radians 
        drsway=3; % Dutch Roll Sway 
        drrollang=20; %Dutch Roll - Roll Angle Amplitude 
        dryawang=20; %Dutch Roll - Yaw Angle Amplitude 
  for  iframe=1:nframe 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            phid(iframe)=drrollang*sin(angmovr(iframe)); 
            psid(iframe)=-dryawang*cos(angmovr(iframe)); 
   %thetad(iframe)=-15; 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcg(iframe)=0; 
   ycg(iframe)=drsway*sin(phid(iframe)*pi/180); 
   zcg(iframe)=0; 
  %====================   
  end 




    clf 
%=================Convert Current Euler Angles to Radians + Sine * 
Cosine 
    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   





 spsi=sin(psir);   
 
%******************** Rotation Matrix 
    mroll=[1,0,0;0,cphi,-sphi;0,sphi,cphi]; 
    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 




%   Calculate Wing 
% 








  fill3(dwingx,dwingy,dwingz,'c'); % Draw Wing 
     
    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 
%   Calculate Tailplane 
%  
  tailx=[-3*qtchd -3*qtchd qtchd qtchd]-(.75*fusl-3*qtchd)*[1 1 1 
1]; 
     
     
  taily=[-ts ts ts -ts]; 
  tailz=[0 0 0 0]; 





  fill3(dtailx,dtaily,dtailz,'c'); % Draw Tailplane 
 
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-.75*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dfusx,dfusy,dfusz); % Draw Fuselage 
% 




  finx=[-tailr -tailr -tailf -tailf]; 
  finy=[0 0 0 0]; 
  finz=[0 finh finh 0]; 







  fill3(dfinx,dfiny,dfinz,'c'); % Draw Fin 
% 
%   Calculate Prop 
% 
    for iprop=1:73 
        propaz=2*pi*(iprop-1)/72; 
        propx(iprop)=.25*fusl; 
        propy(iprop)=propr*cos(propaz); 
        propz(iprop)=propr*sin(propaz); 
        prop=[propx'; propy'; propz'];     
         
        dprop=D*prop; 
  dpropx=dprop(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dpropy=dprop(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dpropz=dprop(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dpropx,dpropy,dpropz,'w'); % Draw Prop 
%  
%   Calculate Wing Tip Vortices - If Required 
%     
    if tipvortex~=0 
 
    dvortlx(1)=dwingx(1); 
    dvortrx(1)=dwingx(2); 
    dvortly(1)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(1)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(1)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(1)=dwingz(2); 
     
    dvortlx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortrx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortly(2)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(2)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(2)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(2)=dwingz(2); 
 %   
  %   Plot Wing Tip Vortices 
  %        
         
            plot3(dvortlx,dvortly,dvortlz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
            plot3(dvortrx,dvortry,dvortrz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
    end 
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]); 
     
  heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = 
',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = 
',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   Pitch = 
',num2str(thetad(iframe)),'\circ','   Yaw = 
',num2str(psid(iframe)),'\circ']; 
    title(heading,'Background','b','Margin',5,'Edgecolor','y'); 
    grid on 
    m(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 
  
  









%   Flight Mechanics Simulation - Fixed Wing - SPO 
% 




%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = -40; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
nframe=181; 














%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=4; 
fusr=.25; 




  s=wingspan/2; 
  qchd=wingchord/4; 
    wingx=[-3*qchd -3*qchd qchd qchd]; 
    wingy=[-s s s -s]; 
    wingz=[0 0 0 0]; 
 






  qtchd=tailchord/4; 
  ts=tailspan/2; 
 
% Fin Specification 
finh=.5; 
% Propeller Specification 
propr=0.5; 




    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
    %============Set Up Circle Angles 
    angmovd=linspace(0,360,nframe);% 1 Cycle in Degrees 
    angmovr=angmovd*pi/180;% 1 Cycle in Radians 
         
        spoamp=40; % SPO Pitch Amplitude  
         
  for  iframe=1:nframe 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            thetad(iframe)=spoamp*sin(angmovr(iframe)); 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcg(iframe)=0; 
   ycg(iframe)=0.; 
   zcg(iframe)=0; 
  %====================   
  end 




    clf 
%=================Convert Current Euler Angles to Radians + Sine * 
Cosine 
    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   





 spsi=sin(psir);   
 
%******************** Rotation Matrix 
    mroll=[1,0,0;0,cphi,-sphi;0,sphi,cphi]; 
    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 




%   Calculate Wing 
% 








  fill3(dwingx,dwingy,dwingz,'c'); % Draw Wing 
     
    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 
%   Calculate Tailplane 
%  
  tailx=[-3*qtchd -3*qtchd qtchd qtchd]-(.75*fusl-3*qtchd)*[1 1 1 
1]; 
     
     
  taily=[-ts ts ts -ts]; 
  tailz=[0 0 0 0]; 





  fill3(dtailx,dtaily,dtailz,'c'); % Draw Tailplane 
 
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-.75*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dfusx,dfusy,dfusz); % Draw Fuselage 
% 




  finx=[-tailr -tailr -tailf -tailf]; 
  finy=[0 0 0 0]; 
  finz=[0 finh finh 0]; 







  fill3(dfinx,dfiny,dfinz,'c'); % Draw Fin 
% 
%   Calculate Prop 
% 
    for iprop=1:73 
        propaz=2*pi*(iprop-1)/72; 
        propx(iprop)=.25*fusl; 
        propy(iprop)=propr*cos(propaz); 
        propz(iprop)=propr*sin(propaz); 
        prop=[propx'; propy'; propz'];     
         
        dprop=D*prop; 
  dpropx=dprop(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dpropy=dprop(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dpropz=dprop(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dpropx,dpropy,dpropz,'w'); % Draw Prop 
%  
%   Calculate Wing Tip Vortices - If Required 
%     
    if tipvortex~=0 
 
    dvortlx(1)=dwingx(1); 
    dvortrx(1)=dwingx(2); 
    dvortly(1)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(1)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(1)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(1)=dwingz(2); 
     
    dvortlx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortrx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortly(2)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(2)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(2)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(2)=dwingz(2); 
 %   
  %   Plot Wing Tip Vortices 
  %        
         
            plot3(dvortlx,dvortly,dvortlz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
            plot3(dvortrx,dvortry,dvortrz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
    end 
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]); 
     
  heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = 
',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = 
',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   Pitch = 
',num2str(thetad(iframe)),'\circ','   Yaw = 
',num2str(psid(iframe)),'\circ']; 
    title(heading,'Background','b','Margin',5,'Edgecolor','y'); 
    grid on 
    m(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 
  
  












%   Flight Mechanics Simulation - Fixed Wing - Spin 
% 




%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = -90; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
nframe=181; 














%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=4; 
fusr=.25; 




  s=wingspan/2; 
  qchd=wingchord/4; 
    wingx=[-3*qchd -3*qchd qchd qchd]; 
    wingy=[-s s s -s]; 
    wingz=[0 0 0 0]; 
 




  qtchd=tailchord/4;  
 
 
  ts=tailspan/2; 
 
% Fin Specification 
finh=.5; 
% Propeller Specification 
propr=0.5; 




    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
    %============Set Up Circle Angles 
    angmovd=linspace(0,360,nframe);% 1 Cycle in Degrees 
    angmovr=angmovd*pi/180;% 1 Cycle in Radians 
         
        spinthetad=-20; % Spin Pitch Attitude 
        spinpsid=20; %Spin Yaw Attitude 
        spinr=0.5; % Spin Radius of CG Motion 
         
  for  iframe=1:nframe 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            phid(iframe)=angmovd(iframe); 
            psid(iframe)=0; 
   thetad(iframe)=spinthetad; 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcg(iframe)=0; 
   ycg(iframe)=spinr*sin(angmovr(iframe)); 
   zcg(iframe)=-spinr*cos(angmovr(iframe)); 
  %====================   
  end 




    clf 
%=================Convert Current Euler Angles to Radians + Sine * 
Cosine 
    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   





 spsi=sin(psir);   
 
%******************** Rotation Matrix 
    mroll=[1,0,0;0,cphi,-sphi;0,sphi,cphi]; 
    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 














  fill3(dwingx,dwingy,dwingz,'c'); % Draw Wing 
     
    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 
%   Calculate Tailplane 
%  
  tailx=[-3*qtchd -3*qtchd qtchd qtchd]-(.75*fusl-3*qtchd)*[1 1 1 
1]; 
     
     
  taily=[-ts ts ts -ts]; 
  tailz=[0 0 0 0]; 





  fill3(dtailx,dtaily,dtailz,'c'); % Draw Tailplane 
 
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-.75*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dfusx,dfusy,dfusz); % Draw Fuselage 
% 




  finx=[-tailr -tailr -tailf -tailf]; 
  finy=[0 0 0 0]; 
  finz=[0 finh finh 0]; 







  fill3(dfinx,dfiny,dfinz,'c'); % Draw Fin 
% 
%   Calculate Prop 
% 
    for iprop=1:73 
        propaz=2*pi*(iprop-1)/72; 
        propx(iprop)=.25*fusl; 
        propy(iprop)=propr*cos(propaz); 
        propz(iprop)=propr*sin(propaz); 
        prop=[propx'; propy'; propz'];     
         
        dprop=D*prop; 
  dpropx=dprop(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dpropy=dprop(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dpropz=dprop(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dpropx,dpropy,dpropz,'w'); % Draw Prop 
%  
%   Calculate Wing Tip Vortices - If Required 
%     
    if tipvortex~=0 
 
    dvortlx(1)=dwingx(1); 
    dvortrx(1)=dwingx(2); 
    dvortly(1)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(1)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(1)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(1)=dwingz(2); 
     
    dvortlx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortrx(2)=xmin; 
    dvortly(2)=dwingy(1); 
    dvortry(2)=dwingy(2); 
    dvortlz(2)=dwingz(1); 
    dvortrz(2)=dwingz(2); 
 %   
  %   Plot Wing Tip Vortices 
  %        
         
            plot3(dvortlx,dvortly,dvortlz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
            plot3(dvortrx,dvortry,dvortrz,'linewidth',3,'Color','b'); 
    end 
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]); 
     
  heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = 
',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = 
',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   Pitch = 
',num2str(thetad(iframe)),'\circ','   Yaw = 
',num2str(psid(iframe)),'\circ']; 
    %title(heading,'Background','b','Margin',5,'Edgecolor','y'); 
    grid on 

























%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = -40; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
nframe=181; 

































%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=3;  
fusr=1; 
% Tail Boom Specification 
booml=4; 
boomr=.2; 

















    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
    %============Set Up Circle Angles 
    angmovd=linspace(0,360,nframe);% 1 Cycle in Degrees 
    angmovr=angmovd*pi/180;% 1 Cycle in Radians 
          
  for  iframe=1:nframe 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            %phid(iframe)=angmovd(iframe); 
            psid(iframe)=angmovd(iframe); 
   %thetad(iframe)=-15; 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcg(iframe)=0; 
   ycg(iframe)=0.; 
   zcg(iframe)=0; 
  %====================   
  end 




    clf 




    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   





 spsi=sin(psir);   
 
%******************** Rotation Matrix 
 mroll=[1,0,0;0,cphi,-sphi;0,sphi,cphi]; 
    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 




    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-0.5*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dfusx,dfusy,dfusz,'FaceColor','y','EdgeColor','none'); % Draw 
Fuselage 
     
% 







    boomx=booml*(boomx-.75*ones(size(boomx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(boomx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[boomx(ix,iy);boomy(ix,iy);boomz(ix,iy)];  
 
 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dboomx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dboomy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dboomz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dboomx,dboomy,dboomz,'FaceColor','blue','EdgeColor','none'); % 
Draw Tail Boom 
     
% 
%   Calculate Main Rotor 
% 
    for imain=1:73 
        mainaz=2*pi*(imain-1)/72; 
        mainz(imain)=mainh; 
        mainx(imain)=mainr*cos(mainaz)+mainstn; 
        mainy(imain)=mainr*sin(mainaz); 
        main=[mainx'; mainy'; mainz'];     
         
        dmain=D*main; 
  dmainx=dmain(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmainy=dmain(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmainz=dmain(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmainx,dmainy,dmainz,'c'); % Draw Main Rotor 
 
% 
%   Calculate Tail Rotor 
% 
    for itail=1:73 
        tailaz=2*pi*(itail-1)/72; 
        taily(itail)=tailoffst; 
        tailx(itail)=tailr*cos(tailaz)+tailstn; 
        tailz(itail)=tailr*sin(tailaz)+tailh; 
        tail=[tailx'; taily'; tailz'];     
         
        dtail=D*tail; 
  dtailx=dtail(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dtaily=dtail(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dtailz=dtail(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dtailx,dtaily,dtailz,'r'); % Draw Tail Rotor 
  
% 
%   Calculate Nose Gear 
% 
    for inoseg=1:73 
        nosegaz=2*pi*(inoseg-1)/72; 
        nosegy(inoseg)=0; 
        nosegx(inoseg)=wheelr*cos(nosegaz)+nosewhlx; 
        nosegz(inoseg)=wheelr*sin(nosegaz)+wheelh; 
        noseg=[nosegx'; nosegy'; nosegz'];     
         
        dnoseg=D*noseg; 
  dnosegx=dnoseg(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dnosegy=dnoseg(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dnosegz=dnoseg(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end  
 
 
    fill3(dnosegx,dnosegy,dnosegz,'r'); % Draw Nose Wheel 
     
% 
%   Calculate Main Wheel Left 
% 
    for imaingl=1:73 
        mainglaz=2*pi*(imaingl-1)/72; 
        maingly(imaingl)=mainwhly; 
        mainglx(imaingl)=wheelr*cos(mainglaz)+mainwhlx; 
        mainglz(imaingl)=wheelr*sin(mainglaz)+wheelh; 
        maingl=[mainglx'; maingly'; mainglz'];     
         
        dmaingl=D*maingl; 
  dmainglx=dmaingl(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmaingly=dmaingl(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmainglz=dmaingl(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmainglx,dmaingly,dmainglz,'m'); % Draw Main Wheel Left   
     
 % 
%   Calculate Main Wheel Right 
% 
    for imaingr=1:73 
        maingraz=2*pi*(imaingr-1)/72; 
        maingry(imaingr)=-mainwhly; 
        maingrx(imaingr)=wheelr*cos(maingraz)+mainwhlx; 
        maingrz(imaingr)=wheelr*sin(maingraz)+wheelh; 
        maingr=[maingrx'; maingry'; maingrz'];     
         
        dmaingr=D*maingr; 
  dmaingrx=dmaingr(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmaingry=dmaingr(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmaingrz=dmaingr(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmaingrx,dmaingry,dmaingrz,'w'); % Draw Main Wheel Right      
     
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]); 
     
    heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = ',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' 
Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = ',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   
Pitch = ',num2str(thetad(iframe)),'\circ','   Yaw = 
',num2str(psid(iframe)),'\circ']; 
    title(heading,'Background','b','Margin',5,'Edgecolor','y'); 
    grid on 
     
    m(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 
  
  


















%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = 20; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
napp=11; % Approach to Ship 
ntrans=11; % Transit 
ntd=11; % Descent & Touchdown on Deck 
nframe=napp+ntrans+ntd; 

































%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=3;  
fusr=1; 
% Tail Boom Specification 
booml=4; 
boomr=.2; 

















%===============Specify Deck + Markings & Hangar Door Dimensions 
hhangar=3.5; 
deckw=6; % Overall Deck Width 
deckl=8; % Overall Deck Length 
hdoorbottom=wheelh-wheelr; 
zhangar=hhangar+hdoorbottom; % Z Coordinate of Hangar Roof 
harpoonr=1.5; 
hapi=1; % Height of Approach Path Indicator above Hangar Roof 
decklight=1; % Deck Lighting ? (0 => NO) 
 
  s=deckw/2; 
  l=deckl/2; 
    deckx=[-l -l l l]; 
    decky=[-s s s -s]; 
  deckz=(wheelh-wheelr)*ones(1,4); 
         
         
  s=deckw/2; 
  hgrx=l*ones(1,4); 
    hgry=[-s s s -s]; 
  hgrz=[zhangar,zhangar,hdoorbottom,hdoorbottom]; 
         
        buttlinex=zeros(1,2); 
        buttliney=[-s s]; 
        buttlinez=hdoorbottom*ones(1,2); 
      
        centrelinex=[-l 0]; 
        centreliney=zeros(1,2); 
        centrelinez=hdoorbottom*ones(1,2);  
 
 
         
        ang=linspace(0,2*pi,72); 
        harpoonx=harpoonr*cos(ang)-harpoonr; 
        harpoony=harpoonr*sin(ang); 
        harpoonz=hdoorbottom*ones(1,72); 
        
%=============================================== 
%????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
        % Approach Phase 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            % NUFFINK 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcgapp=linspace(-2*mainr,0,napp); 
   ycgapp=(mainr+deckw/2)*ones(1,napp); 
   zcgapp=(zhangar-mainh)*ones(1,napp); 
  %====================   
  %  Transit  Phase 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            % NUFFINK 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcgtrans=zeros(1,ntrans); 
   ycgtrans=linspace(mainr+deckw/2,0,ntrans); 
   zcgtrans=(zhangar-mainh)*ones(1,napp); 
  %==================== 
        % Touchdown Phase 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            % NUFFINK 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcgtd=zeros(1,ntd); 
   ycgtd=zeros(1,ntd); 
   h1=zhangar-mainh; 
            h2=zcgondeck; 
   zcgtd=h1*ones(1,ntd)+(h2-h1)*linspace(0,1,ntd); 
  %==================== 
        % Screw the Whole Manoeuvre Together 
            xcg=[xcgapp,xcgtrans,xcgtd]; 
            ycg=[ycgapp,ycgtrans,ycgtd]; 
            zcg=[zcgapp,zcgtrans,zcgtd]; 
            phid=zeros(1,nframe); 
            thetad=zeros(1,nframe); 




    clf 
%=================Convert Current Euler Angles to Radians + Sine * 
Cosine 
    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   









%******************** Rotation Matrix 
 mroll=[1,0,0;0,cphi,-sphi;0,sphi,cphi]; 
    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 




    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 
%   Calculate Deck Surface 
% 
  fill3(deckx,decky,deckz,[.5 .5 .5],'EdgeColor',[.7 .7 .7]); % 
Draw Deck Surface 
     
% 
%   Calculate Deck Markings 
% 
  plot3(buttlinex,buttliney,buttlinez,'w'); % Draw Butt Line    
    plot3(centrelinex,centreliney,centrelinez,'w'); % Draw Centre Line    
    plot3(harpoonx,harpoony,harpoonz,'w'); % Draw Harpoon Circle 
     
% 
%   Calculate Hangar Door Surface 
% 





  fill3(dhgrx,dhgry,dhgrz,.25*[.5 .5 .5],'EdgeColor',[.7 .7 .7]); % 
Draw Hangar Door 
        
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-0.5*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dfusx,dfusy,dfusz,'FaceColor','y','EdgeColor','none'); % Draw 
Fuselage 











    boomx=booml*(boomx-.75*ones(size(boomx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(boomx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[boomx(ix,iy);boomy(ix,iy);boomz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dboomx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dboomy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dboomz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dboomx,dboomy,dboomz,'FaceColor','blue','EdgeColor','none'); % 
Draw Tail Boom 
     
% 
%   Calculate Main Rotor 
% 
    for imain=1:73 
        mainaz=2*pi*(imain-1)/72; 
        mainz(imain)=mainh; 
        mainx(imain)=mainr*cos(mainaz)+mainstn; 
        mainy(imain)=mainr*sin(mainaz); 
        main=[mainx'; mainy'; mainz'];     
         
        dmain=D*main; 
  dmainx=dmain(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmainy=dmain(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmainz=dmain(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmainx,dmainy,dmainz,'c'); % Draw Main Rotor 
 
% 
%   Calculate Tail Rotor 
% 
    for itail=1:73 
        tailaz=2*pi*(itail-1)/72; 
        taily(itail)=tailoffst; 
        tailx(itail)=tailr*cos(tailaz)+tailstn; 
        tailz(itail)=tailr*sin(tailaz)+tailh; 
        tail=[tailx'; taily'; tailz'];     
         
        dtail=D*tail; 
  dtailx=dtail(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dtaily=dtail(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dtailz=dtail(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 





%   Calculate Nose Gear 
% 
    for inoseg=1:73 
        nosegaz=2*pi*(inoseg-1)/72; 
        nosegy(inoseg)=0; 
        nosegx(inoseg)=wheelr*cos(nosegaz)+nosewhlx; 
        nosegz(inoseg)=wheelr*sin(nosegaz)+wheelh; 
        noseg=[nosegx'; nosegy'; nosegz'];     
         
        dnoseg=D*noseg; 
  dnosegx=dnoseg(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dnosegy=dnoseg(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dnosegz=dnoseg(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dnosegx,dnosegy,dnosegz,'r'); % Draw Nose Wheel 
     
% 
%   Calculate Main Wheel Left 
% 
    for imaingl=1:73 
        mainglaz=2*pi*(imaingl-1)/72; 
        maingly(imaingl)=mainwhly; 
        mainglx(imaingl)=wheelr*cos(mainglaz)+mainwhlx; 
        mainglz(imaingl)=wheelr*sin(mainglaz)+wheelh; 
        maingl=[mainglx'; maingly'; mainglz'];     
         
        dmaingl=D*maingl; 
  dmainglx=dmaingl(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmaingly=dmaingl(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmainglz=dmaingl(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmainglx,dmaingly,dmainglz,'m'); % Draw Main Wheel Left   
     
 % 
%   Calculate Main Wheel Right 
% 
    for imaingr=1:73 
        maingraz=2*pi*(imaingr-1)/72; 
        maingry(imaingr)=-mainwhly; 
        maingrx(imaingr)=wheelr*cos(maingraz)+mainwhlx; 
        maingrz(imaingr)=wheelr*sin(maingraz)+wheelh; 
        maingr=[maingrx'; maingry'; maingrz'];     
         
        dmaingr=D*maingr; 
  dmaingrx=dmaingr(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmaingry=dmaingr(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmaingrz=dmaingr(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmaingrx,dmaingry,dmaingrz,'w'); % Draw Main Wheel Right      
     
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]); 
     
    heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = ',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' 
Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = ',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   







    title(heading,'Color','y'); 
    grid on 
     
    if decklight~=0 
    % Add in Deck Lighting============================== 
    ltx=[deckl/2,-deckl/2,-deckl/2]; 
    lty=[0,-deckw/2,deckw/2]; 
    ltz=[zhangar+hapi,hdoorbottom,hdoorbottom]; 
    lightr=.2; 
    [xlight,ylight,zlight]=sphere(11); 
    for ilt=1:3 
        xlt=lightr*xlight+ltx(ilt); 
        ylt=lightr*ylight+lty(ilt); 
        zlt=lightr*zlight+ltz(ilt); 
        surf(xlt,ylt,zlt,'FaceColor','w','EdgeColor','none'); 
         
         
    end 
    light('Position',[deckl/2 0 zhangar],'Style','local'); 
    light('Position',[-deckl/2 -deckw/2 hdoorbottom],'Style','local'); 
    light('Position',[deckl/2 deckw/2 hdoorbottom],'Style','local'); 
    %=================================================== 
 end 
     
    m(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 
  
  


















%===========Set Up View Angles 
az = 20; 








%==============Define Number of Time Steps 
napp=11; % Approach to Ship 
ntrans=11; % Transit 
ntd=11; % Descent & Touchdown on Deck 
nframe=napp+ntrans+ntd; 

































%===============Specify Aircraft Components 
% Fuselage Specification 
fusl=3;  
fusr=1; 
% Tail Boom Specification 
booml=4; 
boomr=.2; 

















%===============Specify Deck + Markings & Hangar Door Dimensions 
hhangar=3.5; 
deckw=6; % Overall Deck Width 
deckl=8; % Overall Deck Length 
hdoorbottom=wheelh-wheelr; 
zhangar=hhangar+hdoorbottom; % Z Coordinate of Hangar Roof 
harpoonr=1.5; 
hapi=1; % Height of Approach Path Indicator above Hangar Roof 
decklight=1; % Deck Lighting ? (0 => NO) 
 
  s=deckw/2; 
  l=deckl/2; 
    deckx=[-l -l l l]; 
    decky=[-s s s -s]; 
  deckz=(wheelh-wheelr)*ones(1,4); 
         
         
  s=deckw/2; 
  hgrx=l*ones(1,4); 
    hgry=[-s s s -s]; 
  hgrz=[zhangar,zhangar,hdoorbottom,hdoorbottom]; 
         
        buttlinex=zeros(1,2); 
        buttliney=[-s s]; 
        buttlinez=hdoorbottom*ones(1,2); 
      
        centrelinex=[-l 0]; 
        centreliney=zeros(1,2); 
        centrelinez=hdoorbottom*ones(1,2); 
         
        ang=linspace(0,2*pi,72);  
 
 
        harpoonx=harpoonr*cos(ang)-harpoonr; 
        harpoony=harpoonr*sin(ang); 
        harpoonz=hdoorbottom*ones(1,72); 
        
%=============================================== 
%????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
    %============Set Up Motion Arrays 
        % Approach Phase 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            % NUFFINK 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcgapp=linspace(-2*mainr,0,napp); 
   ycgapp=(mainr+deckw/2)*ones(1,napp); 
   zcgapp=(zhangar-mainh)*ones(1,napp); 
  %====================   
  %  Transit  Phase 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            % NUFFINK 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcgtrans=zeros(1,ntrans); 
   ycgtrans=linspace(mainr+deckw/2,0,ntrans); 
   zcgtrans=(zhangar-mainh)*ones(1,napp); 
  %==================== 
        % Touchdown Phase 
    %=================Specify Euler Angles in Degrees 
            % NUFFINK 
    %=================Specify - CG Position 
            xcgtd=zeros(1,ntd); 
   ycgtd=zeros(1,ntd); 
   h1=zhangar-mainh; 
            h2=zcgondeck; 
   zcgtd=h1*ones(1,ntd)+(h2-h1)*linspace(0,1,ntd); 
  %==================== 
        % Screw the Whole Manoeuvre Together 
            xcg=[xcgapp,xcgtrans,xcgtd]; 
            ycg=[ycgapp,ycgtrans,ycgtd]; 
            zcg=[zcgapp,zcgtrans,zcgtd]; 
            phid=zeros(1,nframe); 
            thetad=zeros(1,nframe); 




    clf 
%=================Convert Current Euler Angles to Radians + Sine * 
Cosine 
    phir=phid(iframe)*pi/180; 
    thetar=thetad(iframe)*pi/180; 
    psir=psid(iframe)*pi/180; 
%====================   





 spsi=sin(psir);   
 




    mpitch=[ctheta,0,stheta;0,1,0;-stheta,0,ctheta]; 
    myaw=[cpsi,-spsi,0;spsi,cpsi,0;0,0,1]; 




    view(az, el); 
 hold  on 
% 
%   Calculate Deck Surface 
% 
  fill3(deckx,decky,deckz,[.5 .5 .5],'EdgeColor',[.7 .7 .7]); % 
Draw Deck Surface 
     
% 
%   Calculate Deck Markings 
% 
  plot3(buttlinex,buttliney,buttlinez,'w'); % Draw Butt Line    
    plot3(centrelinex,centreliney,centrelinez,'w'); % Draw Centre Line    
    plot3(harpoonx,harpoony,harpoonz,'w'); % Draw Harpoon Circle 
     
% 
%   Calculate Hangar Door Surface 
% 





  fill3(dhgrx,dhgry,dhgrz,.25*[.5 .5 .5],'EdgeColor',[.7 .7 .7]); % 
Draw Hangar Door 
        
% 







    fusx=fusl*(fusx-0.5*ones(size(fusx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(fusx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[fusx(ix,iy);fusy(ix,iy);fusz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dfusx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dfusy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dfusz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dfusx,dfusy,dfusz,'FaceColor','y','EdgeColor','none'); % Draw 
Fuselage 
     
% 









    boomx=booml*(boomx-.75*ones(size(boomx))); 
     
    [nx,ny]=size(boomx); 
    for ix=1:nx 
        for iy=1:ny 
            pt=[boomx(ix,iy);boomy(ix,iy);boomz(ix,iy)]; 
            dpt=D*pt; 
            dboomx(ix,iy)=dpt(1)+xcg(iframe); 
            dboomy(ix,iy)=dpt(2)+ycg(iframe); 
            dboomz(ix,iy)=dpt(3)+zcg(iframe); 
        end 
    end 
    surf(dboomx,dboomy,dboomz,'FaceColor','blue','EdgeColor','none'); % 
Draw Tail Boom 
     
% 
%   Calculate Main Rotor 
% 
    for imain=1:73 
        mainaz=2*pi*(imain-1)/72; 
        mainz(imain)=mainh; 
        mainx(imain)=mainr*cos(mainaz)+mainstn; 
        mainy(imain)=mainr*sin(mainaz); 
        main=[mainx'; mainy'; mainz'];     
         
        dmain=D*main; 
  dmainx=dmain(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmainy=dmain(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmainz=dmain(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmainx,dmainy,dmainz,'c'); % Draw Main Rotor 
 
% 
%   Calculate Tail Rotor 
% 
    for itail=1:73 
        tailaz=2*pi*(itail-1)/72; 
        taily(itail)=tailoffst; 
        tailx(itail)=tailr*cos(tailaz)+tailstn; 
        tailz(itail)=tailr*sin(tailaz)+tailh; 
        tail=[tailx'; taily'; tailz'];     
         
        dtail=D*tail; 
  dtailx=dtail(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dtaily=dtail(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dtailz=dtail(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dtailx,dtaily,dtailz,'r'); % Draw Tail Rotor 
  
% 




    for inoseg=1:73 
        nosegaz=2*pi*(inoseg-1)/72; 
        nosegy(inoseg)=0; 
        nosegx(inoseg)=wheelr*cos(nosegaz)+nosewhlx; 
        nosegz(inoseg)=wheelr*sin(nosegaz)+wheelh; 
        noseg=[nosegx'; nosegy'; nosegz'];     
         
        dnoseg=D*noseg; 
  dnosegx=dnoseg(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dnosegy=dnoseg(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dnosegz=dnoseg(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dnosegx,dnosegy,dnosegz,'r'); % Draw Nose Wheel 
     
% 
%   Calculate Main Wheel Left 
% 
    for imaingl=1:73 
        mainglaz=2*pi*(imaingl-1)/72; 
        maingly(imaingl)=mainwhly; 
        mainglx(imaingl)=wheelr*cos(mainglaz)+mainwhlx; 
        mainglz(imaingl)=wheelr*sin(mainglaz)+wheelh; 
        maingl=[mainglx'; maingly'; mainglz'];     
         
        dmaingl=D*maingl; 
  dmainglx=dmaingl(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmaingly=dmaingl(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmainglz=dmaingl(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmainglx,dmaingly,dmainglz,'m'); % Draw Main Wheel Left   
     
 % 
%   Calculate Main Wheel Right 
% 
    for imaingr=1:73 
        maingraz=2*pi*(imaingr-1)/72; 
        maingry(imaingr)=-mainwhly; 
        maingrx(imaingr)=wheelr*cos(maingraz)+mainwhlx; 
        maingrz(imaingr)=wheelr*sin(maingraz)+wheelh; 
        maingr=[maingrx'; maingry'; maingrz'];     
         
        dmaingr=D*maingr; 
  dmaingrx=dmaingr(1,:)+xcg(iframe); 
  dmaingry=dmaingr(2,:)+ycg(iframe); 
  dmaingrz=dmaingr(3,:)+zcg(iframe); 
    end 
    fill3(dmaingrx,dmaingry,dmaingrz,'w'); % Draw Main Wheel Right      
     
     
    axis equal 
    axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax]); 
     
    heading=['X = ',num2str(xcg(iframe)),' Y = ',num2str(ycg(iframe)),' 
Z = ', num2str(zcg(iframe)),' Roll = ',num2str(phid(iframe)),'\circ','   







    title(heading,'Color','y'); 
    grid on 
     
    if decklight~=0 
    % Add in Deck Lighting============================== 
    ltx=[deckl/2,-deckl/2,-deckl/2]; 
    lty=[0,-deckw/2,deckw/2]; 
    ltz=[zhangar+hapi,hdoorbottom,hdoorbottom]; 
    lightr=.2; 
    [xlight,ylight,zlight]=sphere(11); 
    for ilt=1:3 
        xlt=lightr*xlight+ltx(ilt); 
        ylt=lightr*ylight+lty(ilt); 
        zlt=lightr*zlight+ltz(ilt); 
        surf(xlt,ylt,zlt,'FaceColor','w','EdgeColor','none'); 
         
         
    end 
    light('Position',[deckl/2 0 zhangar],'Style','local'); 
    light('Position',[-deckl/2 -deckw/2 hdoorbottom],'Style','local'); 
    light('Position',[deckl/2 deckw/2 hdoorbottom],'Style','local'); 
    %=================================================== 
 end 
     
    m(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 
  
  
 %axis  equal 
end 
 
%movie2avi(m,'jim','Compression','None'); 
 
 
 